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REVIEW OF BOOKS

JOHN BRIGHT, A History of Israel, SCM. London; Second Edition , 1972 pp. 519 十 16
maps: R9.65.

Thousands of copies of Prof. John Bright ’s book have bεen used in colleges and
umversltlεs throughout the world, and it has bεen widely acceptεd as the standard
textbook on its subjec t. Thus, since its original publication in 1959, the book has been
in constant demand.

Now, in the light of nεw knowledge, new discovεries， and εspeciallyby reason of new
research projects, the 1959 edition has had to be revised. The new edition differs con
sidεrably from thε old. The footnotεs have been εntirely revised to take into account
litεrature that has been producεd in the last dεcade. Whole sections have bεen com
pletely rewritten in the light of recent discussion. The 1972 edition is some ten pagεs

longer than its predecessor; but by means of a different type, the equivalent of approxi
matεIy two lines of additional matεrial per pagε has beεn incorporated.

Bεfore drawing the attentk.n in this book review, chiεfly to the changεs which have
been made, the following points should be noted: It givεs a new conception of the
dζep-rooted and well-developed cultural context within which Israel came into being
and by which she was influεnζed.

Furthermore, it must be said gratεfully， that Bright usεs archaεological evidence with
proper caution and judgement, as in the case of the patriarchal period, εnriched our
knowledge of the general cultural pattern and has cast new light on incidents and pro
cedurεs in the narrativεs of the Book of Genesis.

It is important to note that apart from bringing footnotes up to datε， most of the
modifications arε causεd by new archaeological discoveriεs. These concern the following
arεas: Neolithic Jericho, Anat이ia in the Neolithic period, the Nεgeb in the Chal
colithic period , the Amorities 없ld many othεr. Very interesting is also the discussion
and re-evaluation of Shiloh, Gezer, Saul’s Gibeah, fortification at Bεth-Shemeshetc.

It is interesting to note, however that in the 1959 edition, John Bright wrote about
“ the Israelite amphictyony" (cf. J. Mauchline’s review in VT II (1 961), 238f on the
discussion), which, howεver， creates confusion to a certain degrεe， especially if one takes
into account the fact that All and Noth also dεscribed the organization of Israel as
“ amphictycony". In the revised edition (cf. 156 ff) Bright now uses the term “ Tribal
Leaguε". It is significant that Bright possibly discards the term “ amphictony" by reason
of the unique nature of the covenant between J

P. J. v. Z.
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KEVIN J. CATHCART, Nahum in the light of Northwest Semitic, Biblical Institute Press,
Rome, 1973, 17I. Price: 10 dollars.

Father Dahood’s students have now in quick succession produced two noteworthy
contributions to thε Minor Prophεts， viz. L. Sabottka’s philological commentary on
Zephaniah and this one of Cathcart on Nahum. It is not an easy task to writε anything
on Nahum because of difficult terminology and obscure passages. Cathcart tackles
these problems from thε Northwest Semitic angle. And it can be said that through his
painstal‘ing research many a crux interpretum is solved. It is also true that some of his
suggestions will not be generally acceptεd， e.g. his interprεtation and discussion of
miqq6mehu on pages 57-58.

Cathcart has made usε ofthε most important literature on the subject, but here and
there something is overlooked, ε g. P. J. van Zijl’s discussion of gi/ar “rεbuke" in
OTWSA , 1969, 56 ff. (it is also noteworthy that quite a few articles in this issue are
written on Nahum) and on ryt in the Mesha-inscription ref，εrence should be made to
G. Ryckmans ’ proposal in L ’Ancien Testament et I ’Orient, 1957, 103 to connect it to
Minaεan ryt “ sacrifice" (e.g. ryt k찌tr and ryt kwd).
Onε thing is certain and that is that Cathcart has shown in quite a number of in

stances that NEB following proposals from G. R. Driver which are based on Arabic,
is not to be followed. Hεre and therε Cathcart’ s translation is also open to ιriticism， e.g.
Nah.3:!2 “ All your fortifications arε fig-trεes"， should be translated as a simile “ all
your fortifications are like fig-treεs." This would be better modern English. And then
the strangling lion! Reviewer of this happens to live in a country with a number of lions
arε still roaming around and strangling prey with the paws is unknown.

It is much bettεr to accept that a lion by grapping the prey with thε mouth at the
throat, seems for thε eye-witness to strangle it.

Although this book is not a commentary in the real sense of the word, but a philological
discussion, it should not bε overlooked by anyone studying the difficult book of Nahum.
It can be recommεnded for furthεr research.

F.C.F.

SAUL LEVIN, The Indo-European and Semitic Languages, State Dnivεrsity ofNεwYork

Press, Albany, 1971 , 775. Pricε: 25 dollars.

It takes courage to write a book on the comparison of Indo-European and Sεmitic

Languages. Thε first condition for such a study is sound knowledge of the languages
undεr discussion. Prof. Levin has an εxcellent know!εdge of Grεek， Sanskrit, Hεbrεw
and Aramaic, but admits himsεIf that his knowledge of other languages of thε Indo
Europεan and Semitic groups is second hand, like e.g. Accadian and Hittite. It is difficult
to givε a satisfactory summary of Prof. Levin’s position. It is expounded over 775 pp.
His theory is more or less as follows: There are certain morphological and othεr re
semblances betwεen Greek, Sanskrit and Hebrεw which cannot be ascribed to mεre

chancε. Certain of thεse resemblances, like i.e. the dual ending, might have been
borrowed by thε Greeks from the Phoenicians when Phoεnician trade εxpanded to the
Aegεan world. Other resemblances between Hεbrew and Greek may go baζk to a time
whεn the language of the Hebrεw people was not aft‘'ected by Semitic, and the Hεbrews

and Grεεks had some contacts. This is a bravε attempt to solve cεrtain problems of the
prehistory of thesε languages. But one has the uneasy f，εεling that this attεmpt is going
too far. The author combines evidencε whiιh is chronologiιally far apart, ε.g. his usagε

of the vowεIs of the Massoretic text of Hεbrewwith Greek and Sanskrit centuries apart.
His attempt to dislodge Hebrew to a certain extent from its pure Semitic background by
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minimizing its relation to Accadian and even to Ugaritic is contrary to our overall
picture of these languages (cf. ε.g. the latest study of W. von Soden, Sprache, Denken
und Begrijfsbildung im Alten Orient , 1974). It seems as if thε theory produced by the
author is purε conjecture.

F. C. F.
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